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Well my DSC / ABS module failed! How’d I know? The ABS Light, Brake Light and Traction Control Light were a dead
giveaway! What would happen is at a cold start everything would work great, but then once the car got nice and
warm under the hood these lights would kick on basically shutting down the traction control and ABS braking. Really
not too bad for dry weather, but not safe at all for rainy, snowy wet weather.
I chose to send it out to Module Masters for a rebuild, rather than buying a new one. Why? Because by having them
rebuild my module it carries a 5 year warranty, was only $300 and does not require any coding versus a new one that
runs between $500-$700, only has a 2 year warranty and requires coding of the new module so that's about another
$100.
It’s pretty easy to take this module out, but first let me explain a laundry list of things that are a problem once the
module comes out.
They say that you can drive the car while the module is getting rebuilt, and as I tested, Yes you can but get ready for
the list of things that didn’t work while the module was out. Curiosity got me and I just had to see what would be
gone without this module, so I drove it a few miles, not many though, I rode the bike for the week it was gone. For
safety reasons I’m going to say DO NOT drive it. Here’s what I report as not working:
No Speedometer
SES with code P0500
No ABS
No DSC [Traction Control]
No GPS for the Navi
No Mileage was Calculated
No Trip Mileage Meter
No Fuel Consumption 1 or 2
No Auto Lock
No Speed Sensitive Radio
No Cruise Control
The Temp Gauge Read 31* - 33* [even though it was much warmer than that]
The Brakes Were Extremely Mushy
The Steering Was Really “Loose”
Ok, now let’s get a tool check:
1/4” Ratchet
1/4” T-Handle Flex Ratchet
T-20 Torx Bit Socket
1/2 “ & 1” Socket Extension
Flat Head Screwdriver
Enjoy, and remember ALWAYS work safe and I assume NO RESPONSIBILITY for your actions, mechanical abilities or
anything that may occur during the nature of the repairs.
Disclaimer: Not for distribution, redistribution, sale, re-sale or otherwise without my written consent. This information is presented with no liability or guarantee
expressed or implied, work at your own risk. Copyright © Magnum / Magnum1.com 2003-2008.
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Here are the error lights you may receive when the
Module fails. As you can see it is the ABS, Brake and
Traction Control Lights, so that means these don’t
work so safety is an issue:

Here’s a pic of the tools I listed about and you with
great success. If you want you can take the air box
out, but I didn’t want to deal with that, and honestly
if you have the proper tools you won’t need to:

So now we get to take the module out and get it
package for shipping. Here is what I am removing,
just the black box. Once you remove the plug, there
are 6 T-20 Torx Head Bolts to remove, 3 on each
side:

Take your screwdriver and carefully pry open the
lock on the plug, like so, now grasp the plug and pull
it off:

Then remove the 6 torx head bolts, again 3 on each
side, the bottom left and right are the most difficult
to get at:
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